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Kongsberg Digital partners with Lab021
to offer Vessellink as an integrated part of
Vessel Insight

Asker, Norway, February 22nd, 2022 – Kongsberg Digital is proud to
announce a new partnership with Lab021. The shipping data analysis
company will be offering its Vessellink service on Vessel Insight in the
Kognifai Marketplace. 

Lab021 has been evaluated in the Korean market as the best expert group in
the field of maritime digital. Kongsberg Digital’s Vessel Insight provides a
vessel-to-cloud data infrastructure, capturing and aggregating quality data in



a cost-effective and secure way. Lab021's Vessellink solution will now be an
integrated part of Vessel Insight. The Vessellink solution provides powerful
and convenient software, marine-specific data and analysis functions required
for the shipping industries. A 24-hour intelligent system monitors the safety
and efficiency of the fleet and provides an optimized alternative to
responding to environmental regulations.

“We are happy to announce our new partnership with Lab021. We share
common goals in digitalizing maritime industries, and this partnership will
provide great value for our customers. Their Vessellink service will be a great
value-add to our Vessel Insight ecosystem," says Andreas Jagtøyen, Executive
Vice President for Digital Ocean in Kongsberg Digital.

On the Kognifai Maritime Marketplace, Vessel Insight customers have access
to powerful applications that turn data into value. Ship owners and operators
can choose from a large variety of solutions fully integrated with Vessel
Insight. One of the improved features from this partnership offered to the
customers, is the combination of data from the Vessel Insight ecosystem in
the Noon Report Vessellink for ship application.

It is becoming a very difficult environment for ship owners and management
companies to be competitive as they directly own IT resources such as
numerous data, infrastructure, software and IT maintenance teams. Therefore,
it is necessary to secure ship data, operate it reliably in the cloud, utilize
quality data-based tools, and apply continuously advanced functions to be
cost-competitive and participate in a new carbon-neutral journey.

"We are very excited and looking forward to providing Vessellink to the
Korean and global market as an integrated part of Vessel Insight, and we
truly hope that this will be an important milestone in achieving the ambitious
mission of both companies," says Sang Bong Lee, CEO, LAB021.
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KONGSBERG DIGITAL
Kongsberg Digital, a subsidiary of KONGSBERG, is a provider of next-generation
software and digital solutions, to customers within maritime, oil and gas, and
renewables and utilities. The company consists of more than 500 software experts
with leading competence within the internet of things, smart data, artificial
intelligence, maritime simulation, automation and autonomous operations.
Kongsberg Digital is the group-wide center of digital expertise for the
KONGSBERG group. www.kongsbergdigital.com

KONGSBERG

KONGSBERG (OSE-ticker: KOG) is an international, leading global technology
corporation delivering mission-critical systems and solutions with extreme
performance for customers that operate under extremely challenging conditions.
We work with nations, businesses and research environments to push the
boundaries of technology development in industries such as space, offshore and
energy, merchant marine, defence and aerospace, and more. KONGSBERG has
about 11,000 employees located in more than 40 countries, creating a total
revenue of NOK 25.6bn in 2020.

Lab021

LAB021 is a software provider of a next-generation shipping business system that
connects the ship and the shore as one. We are a well-designed team, set up to
achieve the mission of “Innovating the ocean digitally”. We are evaluated as the
best expert group in the field of maritime digital in the Korean market and can be
trusted with the process and results. With Vessellink solutions, we are
participating in the maritime industry's carbon-neutral journey and supporting
the digital transformation of a variety of companies.
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